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(+1)4075073852 - https://www.www.mrsushiexpress.com/

A comprehensive menu of Mr Sushi Express from Kissimmee covering all 17 menus and drinks can be found
here on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Mr Sushi Express:
it is not the best sushi ever, but it is a great amount and decent for the price. the personal was so sweet and

accommodating with our little family. the place is simply enough that they order and then sit and collect
everything they need. from any reason disappeared the pictures I took from the actual rolling, but we got a plate

that came on a boat, a deep fried roll and a pankon fries children combo. the panko on t... read more. The
restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on

the weather, you can also sit outside and eat and drink. What User doesn't like about Mr Sushi Express:
frustrated. no wasabi with sushi. ordered sushi from 25 other restaurants and never had to order wasabi. read

reviews after delivery and I see that this is an ongoing problem. dumb. grub hub won't help either. well lubricated
ok, but not great without wasabi. read more. For you, Mr Sushi Express from Kissimmee prepares fine sushi

(e.g., Nigiri and Inside-Out), in numerous other versions, with fresh ingredients like fish, vegetables and meat,
Also, the visitors of the restaurant love the extensive selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the

restaurant has to offer.
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Mai� course�
SUSHI

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Appet�er
TEMPURA

Mai� Cours�
CEVICHE

Noodl�
RAMEN

Ho� drink�
TEA

Drink�
DRINKS

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
CHEESECAKE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

�tra�
GINGER

WASABI

Ingredient� Use�
MANGO

TUNA

SHRIMP

AVOCADO

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN
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